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APPLICATION OF INTEGRATION ALGORITHMS IN A PARALLEL PROCESSING
ENVIRONMENT FOR THE SIMULATION OF JET ENGINES
Susan M. Krosel and Edward J. Milner
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
Abstract. The development of digital dynamic simulations requires careful selec-
t ono an appropriate integration algorithm. This paper illustrates the appli-
cation of predictor-corrector integration algorithms developed for the digital
parallel processing environment. The n1porithms are implementea and evaluated
through the use of a software simulator which provides an approximate represel'ta-
tion of the parallel processing hardware. Test cases which focus on the use of
the algorithms are presented and a specific application using a linear model of a
turbofan engine is considered.	 Results are presented showing the effects of
integration step size and the number of processors on simulation accuracy. Real-
!imp performance, inter-proceFror communication, and algorithm startup are also
eiscussed.
I K'1"R0P1ICTT ON
In recent years, there har been a Rrovinp need to obtain simulation models
which represent physical s y stems over their entire operating range. An example
of this is the jet engine. 7h^ demand for higher performance in these systeo.r.
has resulted in increased system complexity and a need for more in-depth annlysi."
of their dynamic behavior. There is an additional need for detailed system mod-
els to support the development of digital controls for these systems. In both
the design and evaluation of these controls, simulations are frequently used.
Digital computers are used extensively for simulation because of their ease
of programming, repeatibility of results, and to a large degree, the portability
of the simulations. Digital simulW ons, such as GENENG. DYNGEN, and NNEP (Ref-
erences 1,2,3) provide the capability of predicting the steady-state and dynamic
performance of a wide variety of gas turbine engine configurations. Digital com
puters, however, are limited in their usefulness for time-critical simulation
applications by their inherent sequential execution of program instructions and
serial computation within these instructions. In applications such as the vali-
dation of digital control hardware and software, the re q uirement for real-time
response of the simulation has necessitated either the use of large, dedicated
computer systems with instruction cycle times in nanoseconds or the simplifica-
tion of the model.
With the advent of and current advances in digital micro-computer technology,
it is now possible to develop small, compact, computer systems for simulation.
More importantly, it may r..)w be possible to implement a %+@tailed simulation model
and still achieve real-tic* operation. This will permit the simulation to be
used in a wise variety of applications including aigital control system develop-
ment, checkout, and troubleshooting as well as performance studies. One approach
that has been proposed is to connect several microprocessors in a parallel ar- 	 r 1
rangement and to provide a means of communication between the processors. The
simulation is then partitioned over the several processors by dividing the system
equations among the N p r ocessors forming the parallel digital system. However,
partitioning necessitates a careful and thorough consideration of the dynamic
coup ti -.A within the model to determine the optimal br,-akdown of the system func-
tions. In some cases, inherent parallelism in the system may simplify the parti-
tinning. The issue of how man y processors to use then can be addressed. For
efficient operation, the F,rtions of th€ simulation that are allocated to the
i
	
	 individUnl processors should use ap p roximately the same amount of compete time
per processor. This will insure crrrect updating of system variables and avoid
wasted time in the calculation cycle. The updating of variables within the par-
titiored simulation will require not only careful timing considerations but also
efficient data transfer between processors to avoid inadvertent phase shift.
The developmen t of digital simulations, in general, depends on the selection
and implementation of suitable numerical integration algorithms. These algor-
ithms should provide for accurate and efficient solution of the differential
eq uations that describe the s y stem being simulated. For the gas turbine engine,
these equations are typically nonlinear and involve multivartable functions that
describe the performance of the engine's rotating components (fan, compressor,
and turbines). In general, most of the computing time is used in the calculation
of the system derivative function. Therefore, in the selection of an integration
algorithm in a time-critical application, one must consider the number of deriv-
ative calculations associated with the algorithm. Much work has been done in :he
study of integration methods for a single processor system (References 4,5). The
design and application of integration algorithms for a parallel -proses:.@ sysa.em
depends on additional factors, such as: the number of processors, the method of
partitioning the simulation, the inter-computer data transfer mechanism, the
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cimputational speed of the processors, and the need to input and output simulation
c to (References 6,7). For example, it may be possible to partition a problem
into linear and nonlinear parts and to use different integration algorithms on
each part (Reference 8).
This paper discusses the application of parallel predictor-corrector
algorithms (Reference 7) to the simulation of a typical turbofan engine. The
Fimulation is intended to run on an MIMD (multiple instruction - multiple data)
parallel processing system (Reference 9). A software simulator was used to pro-
vide an approximate representation of a parallel processing system and to evalu-
ate the performance of the algorithms.
A first-order system and a second-order system were used to evaluate the
algorithms. Each of these systems was excited by a unit step. The effects of
the number of processors used and the integration stepsize on simulation accur-
acy, resolution, and stability were determined. Results are presented and dis-
cussed in the following sections.
AN ALTrRNATIVE TO PARTITIONING
Miranker and LinIAer (Reference 7) suggest a parallel predictor-corrector
integration technique which merits consideration as an alternative to partition-
ing. No partitioning is required because the algorithms they present require
that the entire simulation reside on each processor. Normal;: when using
predictor-corrector integration, the current corrected value of a parameter is
based on its current predicted value. The operations are sequentially regimented
with the requirement that calculation of the current predicted value be completed
before calculation of the current corrected value may begin. However the
Miranker and Liniger algorithms Eredict and correct current values based on val-
ues already evaluated in a previous calculation cycle. Hence, prediction of some
values and correction of others can take place simultaneously.
This charcteristic of the algorithm allows concurrent calculation to take
place on parallel processors. Taking advantage of this assumed calculation
power, the algorithms are able to operate on more than one integratio,"I time step
during a single computer simulation update cycle. The update cycle time remains
fixed; but since more than one integration time step, h, is calculated during
this period, the simulation is effectively speeded up. Ideally, unless stability
or accuracy problems arise, using a sufficiently large number of parallel proces-
sors should allow real-time operation. The relationships among the number of
processors, system stability, and system accuracy r 	 examined in detail in the
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION section.
ConFirer 6 cvnamic system described by equations of the fore
Y ' - f(x,y),	 x > 0,	 y(0) - yo	(1)
Suppose "tat numerical solution is required at the mesh points Xn - (n - 1)h,
n - 1,2,. . ., where h is the step afze. Miranker and Liniser propose solving
this s y stem by using predictor-corrector algorithms such as the following second-
s
order, four-processor algorithm
t
y2n+2 - y2n-2 + 4hf2n	(2)
y2n+1 - y2n-2 + 7—3h P
	
(f
 2n + f2n-1)	 (3)
y2n	 y2n 	-	 (3f 2n - 9f 2n-1)
	
(4)
C	 f.	 Cy2n-1 - y2n-3 + 2hf2n-2
where v n
 is an approximation to y at x n , yPi s the preoic'zd value at
x n ; yr is the corrected value at xn , fn - f(xn'y ) and fn - f(xn'yn/'
i	 Predictor-corrector algorithms for one, two, and four processors were included in
i
Reference 7. An eight-processor algorithm was derived by the authors based on
the Miranker and Liniger methods. Second-order algorithms used for this study
Pre listed it "able 1.
Figure 1 shows the allocation of the parallel predictor-corrector algorithm
equations for the four-processor case. As shown in Figure 1, the algorithm for
'
	
	 four processors calculates predicted values on two of the processors (A and B)
and corrected values on the other two (C and D). This results in two outputs
(i.e., corrected values) per calculation cycle. The outputs for the four pro-
cessor algorithm are, in order, the corrected values from processor D and then
from processor C. During this same calculation cycle, the predicted values are
being calculated on processors B and A for one and two output times in the
futurt respectively. These values then feed back into the algorithm for the
updating of the corrected values in the next calculation cycle. In each new cal-
culation cycle, the current values of the inputs are brought into the calcula-
tions on each processor. For each state of the system being simulated, eleven
transfers of data must be accomplished for the algorithm for each step in r<.7e
integration cycle. it should be noted that only N-1 of the derivative function
calculations are actually used in the N-processor algorithm.
(5)
SIMULATION APPROACH
To test the predictor-corrector algorithms before implementing them on
actual parallel processor hardware, a software simulator was developed. The
software simulator 'a written in Fortran to run on an IBM TSS 370. The program
is structured in a modular fashion through the use of subroutines (figuri 2).
Subroutines are used to represent the N processing elements. Psuedo-
parallelism is achieved through the use of argument lists for variable transfer
with distinct variable names during a calculation cycle. The code for the cal-
culation of the system derivatives is contained in one subroutine. This permitl
easy modification of the software simulator for different systems being simu-
lated. The software simulator accurately represents the problem-solving phase of
the parallel processing predictor-corrector integration algorithms. Careful
attention has been given to the outputting of results with respect to time.
Representation of actual simulator control was not incorporated into the software
simulator. Coding to represent a simulator controller and an input-output pro-
censor has been included at a very simplistic level.
RESULTS ANU DISCUSSION
The Miranker and Liniger integration technique was examined from the real-
time simulation point of view by applying it to a linear first-order system, twc
different linear second-order systems, and a linear fourth-oruer engine model.
Following is a detailed examination of each.
H RS1-ORDER SYSTEh
The response of a first-order lag to a unit step input obeys the relationship
IV' + V - 1
	
(6)
The closed-form solution to Equation (6) with the initial condition y(0) a 0 is
	
y - 1 - exp(-x /T)
	(7)
This response which is dependent on the value of the system time constant, r,
can be displayed as a single curve provided that the parameter x/r is con-
sidered the independent variable. Rearranging Equation (6) yields;
Y , 	(l - y)	 (8)
Thus,
Y, - f(r.y) • T g( v)	 (y)
Hence, the Fecond-order four processor predictor-corrector algorithm can be
v.ritten aF
ypn+2 - y 2n-2 + 4 h R2n	
(10)
P - C	 + 3 h	 + 
Py2n+l	 y 2n-2	
7 i (gP
2n	 R2n-1	 ( 1)
y2n - y2n-3 - 7 h (3g2n - 92n-1)	 (12)
C	 C	
+ 2 h C
y 2n-1	 y in-3
	
s R2n-2	 ( 3)
It is clear that the predictor-corrector solution (sequence of points) is depend-
ent or the number of processors, the system time constant, r, and the integra-
tion step size, h. For a fixed number of processors, the result is a family of
solutions each corresponding to a different value of the parameter, h /t.
In determine how well the predictor-corrector solutions icompare with the
closer-form solution (Equation (7)), a figure of merit was established in the
following manner. The absolute value of the difference between the predictor-
corrector solution arc the closed-form solution was integrated over the time
interval 0 to 4.. This cumulative error was then expressed as a percentage of
the totnl aren bounded by the closed-form solution over that same time interval.
1hiF can ht erpreFseu by
I
Gt
Iclosed form - algrrithmIdx
IIclosed ford
0
Thus, each of the predictor corrector solutions has associated with it a relative
error.
In studying the effects of varying the number of processors and/or the inte-
gration FtepFize, it is helpful to define the "effective step advance per calcu-
lation cycle," H, as follows
H - h*(N/2)	 (15)
where N is the number of parallel processors used. If only one processor is
used, two derivative calculations are required per integration time step. One
derivative calculation is required for the predictor and another one is required
for the corrector. Consequently, the effective computation time for this case is
twice the calculation time and the effective step advance per calculation cycle
is h12. In the four- processor case, only one derivative calculation per pro-
cessor is required and each calculation cycle will result in two time steps being
ORMUN& PAW M
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colcutter', Thvv the effective step AancceepRI.-,	dv	 "lation cycle is 2h. In
-tw vinr tf,c effect of changing the number of processors or using different inte-
¢ration Ftep fi?os, comparisons should be made on the basis of the same effective
step advance per calculation cycle (that is, on the basis of equal values of H).
It tsaF previously noted that the parameter h/t could be used to elimi-
rate the effect of the system time constant, t, on the predictor-corrector
solutions for a fixed number of processors. Similarly, the use of H/t allows
t	 results from varying numbers of processors to be compared. The percent error
resulting from using the second-order predictor-corrector algorithms as a func-
tion of the parameter H/t is shown in Figure 3. Data corresponding to one,
two, four, and eight processors are presented. We see '.hat, for small valves of
H/t, there is little, if any, advantage to using multiprocessors. A single
processor give!: good accuracv and does not require the transfer of any data.
Hence, Cie mrchnrics of the simulation is kept simple. As the value of H/i
incro-ascs, ve Get that using a larger number of processors Rives better aceu-
racv. Fot a value of H/t - 0.125, accuracy is improved by almost a factor of
four b y using eight processors. This accuracy improvement is due in part to the
larger numhcr of points obtained from using more processors (a finer grid). When
urirg ei g ht processors, four points are calculated per calculation cycle. The
effective step advance using eight processors consists of three intermediate
points plus an end point. When using only two processors, one point is calcu-
lated per calculation cycle. In essence, then, when using twb processor-, all we
arc calcu)Ptinp it our solution are the end points of the eight processor ca.-e;
ant;, hence, we ?re suffering a loss in accuracy by using a smaller number of
processors.
As H/t approaches a value of 0.25, we see that slightly improved a r cu-
racy is obtained using four processors rather than eight. This may be due to the
step F17r becoming too large for the more complicated eight processor algorithm.
For H/t equal to 0.40, the eight processor algorithm is unstable. The inte-
gration step size has become too large for this complicated algorithm to hold
together. However, the four processor algorithm is still stable at this point.
This brings out an important point; namely, a simulation is not necessarily
improved by using more processors.
For the purpose of illustration, suppose that a real-time simulation of a
firFt-order system is desired. Suppose further that the corner frequency of the
Fvstem iF 50 radians/sec, that four processors are available for the simulation,
t_
i
e^
and that esch processor tatces 2 milliseconds to compute the required derivative
function.
Hence, calculation time, t e e is 0.002 sec and the time constant,
T - (corner frequency)' 1, is 0.02 sec. Since teal-time simulation is desired.
the effective step advance must be equal to the calculation time, tc . Thus
H - t c or H/T - tc /T - 0.002/0.02 - (.10. From Figure 3 we see that the corre-
sponding simulation error will be approximately 1.5 percent if all four proces-
t	
sore are used. Let resolution be defined as the calculated number of points per
cycle at the highest frequency of interest. Then, resolution for this case is
approximately 125 points/cycle at 50 radians/sec. Also from Figure 3 we see that
the simulation error will be approximately 3 percent if one processor is used.
Resolution for this case is still sufficient with approximately 30 points/cycle
at 50 radians/sec. Now suppose that calculation time tc increases from 2 milli-
seconds to 3.6 milliseconds. If 2 percent is the maximum allowable error and if
four processors are available, we see from Figure 3 that a maximum value of
H/T - 0.13 is permitted. However, for t c - 0.00.6 sec and T - 0.02 sec,
H/t - 0.18 for real-time operation. Hence, the simulation cannot run real-time
under these conditions.
what can be done to correct the situation? There are several alternatives.
If eight processors were available, the simulation would run in real-time with
2.1 percent error with H/T - 0.18. If more than foijr processors were ;ot
available, then faster processors would be needed. If the hardware was fixed,
some of the higher frequency dynamics of the simulation would have to be sacri-
ficed for the sake of real-time operation. A time constant of t - 0.028 sec,
which corresponds to a corner frequency of 36 radians/sec, would be required for
real-time Fimuiation with 2 percent error using four processors (for then
H/t - 0.0036/0.28	 0.13). In determining the number of processors to use to
simulate A system with first-order characteristics, then, the choice depends on
several factors. As we have seen, going to more processors gives better resolu-
tion and can give better accuracy. However, going to more processors may de-
etabilite an otherwise stable simulatiorn.
SECOND-ORDER SYSTEM
As a further test of the predictor-corrector r'gorithms, a second-oraer
system consisting of a first-order leg feeding another first-order lag was simu-
lated. The transfer function for such a system is '/(('Is + 1)(1 2 8 + 1)) and
its associated differential equation has the form
4	t l t 'y" t ( t l ^ t 2 ) y
'
 * y - 1	 \16)
For the initial conditions v(0) - 0 ano y'(0) - 0, Equation (lb) has the
c)oceci - form solution
t e-x/*1 - '2
Y ' l -	1	 tl - t2
	
(1^)
For the study, two different cases were considerec: CASE I has the valuek
t ] - 0.01 sec and t 2
 - 0.02 sec; and CASE 11 has the va l ues - 1 - 0.002 sec
and t^ a 0.02 sec; the procedure followed was siollar to that used for the first-
order system to obtain data. The second-order system responses can be reduced to
a family of curves by using x/t l
 as the independent variable. In this case,
however, each curve represents a particular value of the ratiot 2 /1 1 . For the
two carts, (t ? /t l - 2 and 12111 - 10) solutions for varying integration step
size, h, were obtained using the predictor-corrector algorithms for one, two,
four, anu eight processors. As was done.for the first-order system, an error
measure was calculates' for each solution. The time interval considered for this
cnmputation was 0 to four times the smaller time constant, t l . the error data
for these cases were presents('. as a function of	 H/t l 	to facilitate compatisonF
of results obtained fr otr eifferent numbers of processors.
Figure 4 presents the percent error versus H/t l
 for CASE 1. This system
h,.r the slower dynamics of the tt;o cases consir'crcc ! ( W 1 - 100 raaians/sec ano
w	 50 rneiar.s/sec). Notice that the er r or ebt^-incc using either one processor
or two is virtually identical. However, using two processors gives better resolu-
tion (at least 15 points per cycle at the highest frequenc y crmpFred with 8 point
per cycle using one processor). Notice also that, for a value of ti/- 1 - 0.5,
one processor is stable and twv or more are not.
If four processors can be used, improved accuracy and improved resolution
are realized. At least 30 points per cycle are obtained at the highest fre-
quency. Notice also that, at Hit, - 0.4, accuracy is improved 100 percent.
Figure 4 shows that there is no reason to use eight processors. There is only a
narrer •
 range of stability for eight pruceFrorF anc both accuracy arc, resolution
ever this range are excellent with four processors.
Percent error versus Hit , for CASE 11 is presenteL in Figure 5. This
avatem has faster .Ynamics (w l 
- 
500 radians/sec and w2 - 50 radians/tec) than
CASE 1. CASE 11 alto has a much smaller range of H over which the simulation
is stable due to the higher frequencies involved. (The time constant t l is
five times smaller than in CASE 1.) However, accuracy is excell•r.t over the
stable range, no matter how many processors are used. As in CASE 1, the error
it)
,', mined using either one processor or two is virtually identical; howeYer better
resolution iF obtninvu with two processors due to the liner !pacing of points in
the solution sequence. Resolution at 500 radians/sec, using one processor, is
approximntcl,- 6 points/cycle- using two processors, it is approvi-nottly 12
points/cycle. Because of the excellent accuracy and resolution ovtr the stable
tnnge for this case, there should be no need to use more than two processors.
Attaining real-time operation for a stiff system such as this would be
difficult. The a, high frequency is a cominant term requiring a very sisall
integration time step for stability of the simulation. since for real- title
simulation t c . H. we see that this requires the calculation cycle time to he
T^v more than a millisecond. 'chi p calculation time may be met for elementary
Fystems with available computers. However, irr simulations of complex systems
!<uch as turbofan engines, to achieve real-time operation probably will require
sacrificing some of the higher fregi ,encv dvnamics. The most favorable condition
for real-time simulation in the case is with one er two processors.
ENGIKE MODEL
As a final test to determine whether the parallel predictot-corrector inte-
gration alp-,'thmF arc applic p lA a to the turbofan cnpine simulation problem. a
Ftnte-space model of a representative e:.pine was user: as the system in the soft-
WSTe simulator.
The model selected was a reduced-order (fourth-order) linear model at the
sco-levrl, Ftatic, intermediate power operating condition.	 It was o')tained from
a full state (16th-order) linear model by normal reduction techniques (Reference
10). 'this linear model was validated along, with other linear motels of the
engine in Reference 10. The reduced - order model still retains important dynamic
characteristics of the system but is e*Fier to handle mrthematically. The
mathematical representation of the system is given by the following equations
Y	 A x+ B u
	 (l8)
v-('x*Du	 (1S)
where Equation (18) is a linear, constant - coefficient -matrix uifferential equa-
tion ( valid only at a Riven operating condition) that represents the compttation
of state variable derivatives. Matrices A, the system matrix, anal 8, the con-
trol matrix, show the sensitivity of the time derivatives of the state variables
Y to variations in the state variables r. and control inputs u. Equation (15)
is a linear, constant-coefficient-matrix algebraic equation that represents the
II
computation of observed engine parameters. Matrices C, the output matrix, and
F. the direct- fnup.e matrix, relate the changes in the observed parameters y to
the variations in th-: state variables x and the control inputs u. For the
selecteo reduced-order model, the statta, represented by vector x, are far
speed, compressor speed, compressor discharge pressure, and interturbine pres-
sure. The observed parameters, rtpre p onted by vector p, art eng-'a net thrust.
tr t el engine airflow, Kutner -exit
 
temp:.r p ture, fan stall margin, compressor Stall
margin, measured fan-exit sp/p paramete-, and calculated fan-exit ap/p
parameter. The control inputs, represented by vector u, are main burner fuel
flow, exhaust noxttle yet are&. fan inlet guide vane position, compressor variable
vane position, and compressor bleed flow fraction.
The mattices 7. T. C, ono D are giver in table ;l. No single linear
m-firl con accurately -:eprefent an engine over its entire operating range. There-
fore, manv linear models art , tvpicelly ueriveu at various flight conditions and
power settings throughout tine engine operatire envelope. These models would be
connecteu together in some manner to form a more accurate and reprer.entativt sim-
ulation of the engine process. The selected engine model was derived at the
sea-level. static, intermediate power operating connition --no hence is valid only
in that region.
to determine if the parallel predictor-corrector aloorithms srf suitable an(;
a ppropriate integration methoor for the engine simulation problem, a 3-percent
step in fuel flow was input to the reduced-order model for one, two, four, and
eight processor predictor-corrector rlp:,rithms. The rtsulting transients were
compared with an exact solution obtaineu through evaluation of the state
transition matrix.
In running the trans,ent on the simulated multiprocessor systems, it was
found that, as the number of processors increased, the integration step size for
the algorithm had to be decreared. This decrease reflects the loss in stability
due t-) these algorithms aF more processors are used. Table ell gives the tabula-
tion of the number of processors and the maximum allowable timestep for staC.l-
ity. These results are summarized in Figure 6 which shows the effect of the num-
ber of processors on the required step size for stable operation. Data are pre-
sented for the first-order system, the second-order systems, and the engine
model. in the engine model. Table 11 sloij, that the system possesses widely
spaced eigenvalues, requiring the use of small timtateps for stability at the
hipl. frecuency dynamics. However. Table III shows that the algorithms themselves
require the use of smaller timesteps to asfure the stability of the algorithm
If real -time operation is desired. the decrease in the integration tiskstep swans
i	 OF POOR QUAL"Y
t 	 thf tics hi1CWOhIr to compute that system derivativt. also decreases. Table
liI ,lFr rives the time allotted for the derivative cal.ulation for real-time
ror r a^ f c•^ .
'the transient response of two states - fan speed and compressor ditecharge
treRFUre - Prd two observed parameters - burner exit temperature and compressor
Ftall tnargir - are shown fn Figure 7 for the one, two, four, and eight processor
crsce ere the exact solutior. The transient is shorn only for the first second
tine it IF seen that agreement is quite goon. After the first half second, the
cifff-rence hrtucen the exact and any of the ceses becomes insignificant. The	 -
t,rlv noticeable error is seen in the first tenth second of %he transient. This
iF .,F.,°a •n mr rf' Clea - ly in Figure b. This error at the beginning of the transient
i t cPur--f-r . by thcr startup delay in;ierent in the predictor-corrector algorithm. 	 In
rf- nrr,- ] pr; r' f t r'r- corrector intcprBtion alporithins ore quite accurate provided -
Ft.l,le tinestep is chosen. This has been shown in Figure 7. However, the nis-
i
tinct ri F 1q r'v p rtaRr that these P ltorithms possess is in their non-self-sterting
footed. lhi-t war shown in Figure 8 by emphasizing the first 0.1 seeon:i of the
transiert rcFponFe. 'This is cornterbPlsncec by the need for fewer evaluations o:
tht FVFtCrr OrriVatiVe; thereb y requiri*a less computation time for the algor-
ithm (vurPII.
	 If nor-real-time operet'on is -ccrptahle. then these parallel pre-
cictr(r - n , rrcctor PIre- ithms may be useful.
Ficsrf 5 Lives a Ferier r,i eiptit procrsFvr transientr for very Ion timesteps
rl 0.000'. 0.00025. 0.0002. and 0.0001 second over a 0.5 at-ond range. It can be
Frer, teat q r, interretinr Ft ep Fife (1 0.0005 second prouucts oscillations in the
first 0.'1 second of the transient which subsequently ;ia out. This is due to the
irtt;0-,,iIit y of the Plogrithm Pt thJt Ftcp.
	
The Piitht processor algorithm is
stable wher h is reduced to 0.00025 second. This implies that for real -time
operntior aiti, this model, thf evaluation of the derivative function must be com-
pletec in I millisecond (see Table III). Use of a smaller timestep does reduce
these oscillations but results in timestep,; much too small to have practical ap-
plication.
Figure 10 shows a comparison of the predictor-corrector and actual response.,
ever the first tenth of a second.
s-nh:.LUSIOf'S
The Mironker and Liniter predictor-corrector slogrithms can eliminate many
prchleinF aFSOCiated with citital multiprocessing. The west obvious aovantsAr is
that the predictor-corrector alogirhttns do not require partitioning of the simu-
lation model. in applying the algorithms to a i.near firett-order system and to%
f13
tw( ,
 eiffurent linear second-order systems, the errors .btained using one ptoces-
ser and two processors were virtually identical. In addition, using four proces-
ForF g enerally cut this error in half. The range of stable timesteps was de-
creased by using more processors. In fact, in some cases, increasir.P the number
of processcrc had a destabilizing effect. Using more processors did give better
resolution but, in many cases, at the expense of decreasing, the stability of the
simulation.
Use of parallel predictor-corrector integration algorithms poses some dis-
advantagp when real-time operation is desired. It has been shown that the use of
these algorithms with increasing numbers of processors does result in a reduction
it the stability of the algorithm and requires the use of smaller and smaller
inregration timesteps. This requirement of very small timesteps means that the
cnmpeltinp device may 'nave to perform more calculations over a specified time in-
terval and be able to calculate the system derivative function in a shorter
amount of time.
Also it has been seen that the predictor-corrector algorithms in themselves
are not self-stc,rtinp, therefore, either a deadtime occurs at the beginning of
the transient !no response from the system) or some means of starting the algo-
rithm moist he devised. Since the calculation of the derivative is only required
on N-1 processors O or the N-processor algorithm), this 'free calculation time'
is available for implement p t.ion of a starting method. Proper switching logic
must be incorporated to insure that the predictor-corrector algorithm takes over
at the end of the startup period.
The parallel predictor-corrector integration algorithm_ may be a possible
means to attain real-time operation for dynamic system simulation if:
(1) Microprocessor internal cycle times continue to aecrea-e which will
al7nw for faster CaICL I I q tion of the derivative functions;
(2) The cost of microprocessor memory continues to decrease allowing for
the acduisition of enough memor y for algorithm imnlementation;
(3) The system to be simulated does not have widely spaced time constants
or very high dynamic frequencies such that the stable range of time-
steps is not critically limited;
(4) Simplification of the simulation model, when necessary, can be mFde
without excessive less of accuracy.
In situations where parallel predictor-corrector integration algorithms car,
not be used, other approaches such as problem partitioning and implicit Integra-
tion should be considered.
i
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TABLE I. - PARALLEL PREDICTOR-CORRL]CTOR INTEGRATION
ALCRITHIS (ORI)ER 1W0)
One processor: 	
lvP
 = yC + h (3 ft - f  /n+l	 n '^	 n	 n-
C	 C+h+
yn+l y 	 'f (inp+l fn
Two processor:
yn+l ` yn- I + 2hfn
yC = yC- + h P+ f(.n 	 (fn	 n-1
Four processor:
y2n+2 -
PC
n 2 + 4hf2n
P	 _ C	 + 3h (fPP + fP
y2n+l y2n-2 7 	 2n	 2n-1
C	 C	 h (3fp 	P1y2n=v2n-3 -,{ 	 2n - 9f2n
-1
C	 yC	 + 2hfC-1n-1	 2n-3	 2y	 n-2
Eight processor:
y4r*+4 y4n-4 + 8hf4n
P	 C	 ih/ P	 P 1
y4n+3 = Y4,,-4 + 7 f4n + f4n-i
v4rr}2	 y4n-4 + hhf4n- 1
PC	 5h (f
4n
P	 _
z
3f 	 1
y4n+]
	
y4n-4 - 7-  4n-1
C_	 C	 _ 5h (3fp 	- 5fP 	)
y4n	 y4n-5	 T 	 4n 4n-1
C	 =	 C	 _ 5h (3fP_ 5fP
y4n-I	 y4n-6	 7 	 4n-1 4n-L
C_	 _ 5h (3f PYC - 5fP
y4n-2	 -4n-7	 T \	 4n-2 4n-3
y4n-3 = y4n-2 - 4h (4 .3 - 2f4n-4)
r3
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7AW II. - ENCIM MODEL (4 th	 SEA-LEVEL-STATIC, IM3MIATE)
KK'el equations:	 x
	
+ u
bu
Model matrices:
System matrix, x
1 2 3 4
1	 -3.684 -0.6320 103.0 -789.0
2	 1.200 -6.137 75.95 -522.8
3	 -1.659 5.819 -154.8 729.0
4	 0.2584 -0.2028 5.581
-103.7
Control matrix, 1;
1 2 3 4 5
l	 0.7260 -257.7 -107.9 -1.972 -0.1500D 05
2	 0.6320 -458.4 13.40 -73.93 -0.1327D 05
3	 0.8555 67.3 -16.04 59.29 0.7941D 05
4	 0.1891D-01 -1229 10.16 -1.938 -399.6
Output matrix. C
] 2 3 4
1	 1.109 -0.8876 24.65 70.15
2	 0.1382n-01 0.3152D-05 -0.7751D-07 -0.965OD-02
3	 O.IM -0.1181 1.136 -24.47
4	 0.7315D-04 0.5169D-05 0.5422D-06 -0.1508D-01
5	 -0.3066D-04 0.1294D-03 -0.25941,-U2 0.1449D-01
6	 0.4003D-04 -0.3016D-04 0.1166D-03 -0.143OD-01
7	 0.1332D-04 0.4075D-05 -0.947OD-05 -0.3745D-02
Direct -couple matrix, D
1 3 4 5
l	 0. 164 7
-23:.1 41.22 -8.291 -3459.
2	 0.6344P-04 0.1782 0.7403 0.2073D-03 0.7989D-02
3	 0.1329 -23.97 1.113 -1.195 -2464.
4	 0.3239D-05 -0.3606D-02 -0.3220D-02 0.6736D-04 0.1239D-01
5	 -0.8887D-08 0.1247D-01 -0.29150-03 0.2437D-02 -0.171OD-01
6	 0.311ID-07 -0.1163D-01 0.1737D-02 -0.3235D-0_l 0.5144D-02
7	 O.L271D-07 -0.2(44,D-0i 0.7025D-03 0.5175D-04 0.2557D-02
Where
The states represented by vector x, are
x) Fan speed
x2 Compressor speed
x3 Coup7esser discharge pressure
x4	 Interturhine pressure
The cWtput variables, represented by vector y, arc
yl BnId ne net thrust
y2 Total engine airflow
y3 Burner-exit temperature
y4 Fan stall margin
Y5 Compressor stall margin
y6 Empirical fen-exit ep/p parameter
y7 'theoretical fan-exit ep/p parameter
The control inputs, represented Gy, vector 'Zr, are
ul ?bin-burner fuel flow
u2 Exhauft-nozzle-jet area
U3 Fan-inlet-guide-vane position
u4 Compressor variable-vane position
u5 Compressor bleed flow fraction
Model eigenvalucs (sec-1 )	 Corresponding time constants (sec)
Real Imaginary
-3.1516863 0.000000 0.3173
-5.5467604 0.000000 0.1803
-60.662508 0.00000 0.0165
-198.91636 O.000OO O.W50
1AP.I.E III. - CORRELATION AMONG NIiKIi]t OF PROCESSORS, MAXIKH 1NIMURATION
SIFPSIZE FOR STABILITY. SYS" DERIVATIVE CAI+CIAATIONS. 0111I IS PER
CrLE. AND AUJUBIE TIME FUR DERIVATIVE CAUCIAATION FOR REAL-TIME
Nueihcr ct Maxiaxrr Number of Nurk*r of Allowable time for
processors intearstion system outputs system derivative
N stepsire for derivative (corrector calculation for
stability calculations values) real-time operation
hwx per processor per cycle Riven by N12 + h6ex
Pec D 0 7'a
sec
l 0.005 2 l 0.0025
2 .0025 1 l .0025
L
.001 l 2 .002
A .00025 1 4 .001
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